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2. 2. US 5,953,187 September 14, 1999 entirety

High-density flexible disk drive having a function of

facilitating correct insertion of a large-capacity

flexible disk thereinto without an insertion error

claims 1-4

In a high-density flexible disk drive, a color of at

Least a surface of a cover (22) (in addition, a color

of at least a surface of an eject button (30) ) is

different from that of at least a surface of a body

of a front panel (20). A user can visually

distinguish the high-density flexible disk drive from

a normal-density dedicated flexible disk drive in

which a color of a surface of a cover is identical

with that of a surface of a body of a front panel

Thus, a large-capacity flexible disk can be correctly

inserted into the high-density flexible disk drive

without being erroneously inserted into the

normal-density dedicated flexible disk drive.

TW 391548 May 21, 2000

Enhanced high-density video disc

claim 1

An enhanced high-density video disc having multiple adjacent data

tracks in the form of a circle distributed on its surface, each of the data

track being composed of data holes of different lengths, characterized in

that, a smaller distance is provided among each adjacent data track while

the width of each data hole is provided in thinner range, and the length of

each data hole is shorter at a lower write speed so that the hold

accommodates more tracks and data per unit area

Remarks for Codes of Relevance

X: document of particular relevance; the claimed A:

invention cannot be considered novel or

cannot be considered to involve inventive D:

step when the document is taken alone E:

Y: document of particular relevance; the claimed

invention cannot be considered to involve O:

inventive step when the document is

combined with one or more other such P:

documents

L:

documents defining the general state of the

art

documents disclosed in the specification

invention documents filed prior to but

published after the filing date

documents referring to public use, sales or

exhibition

documents published prior to the filing date

but later than the priority date claimed

documents cited for other reasons
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